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* A WHOLE 

GENERATION OF 

SOUTH AFRICAN 

YACHTSMEN 

CAN THANK THE 

SHARPIE FOR 

THEIR GREATEST 

SAILING 

THRILLS 

MY first introduction to a Sharpie took place at Durban 
in 1932 (when I was taken (by I forgot whom) to a 
shed where a couple of partly-finished hulls were hanging 

from the rafters. They had, I was told, been built by a member 
of P.Y.C.: Mr. E. Petch, and were intended to be the answer 
to the ever-prevailing demand for an economical, easy to 
build, but fast sailing boat suitable for Durban Bay in par
ticular and South African waters in general. 

At that time I was crewing in the Goodricke series and, 
although an enthusiastic Scow owner myself, had jumped at 
the chance to go to Durban to take part in what, then, was the 
premier yachting event in this country. 

The fact that the Z. Y .C. dinghy -sa dly old-fashioned and 
clumsy compared with the advanced design of our com
petitors-came practically stone last did not worry me at all; 
I recall that the spirit of that Regatta was typical of so many I 
have enjoyed since, and l came away with happy memories, 
and the beginning of a long friendship with George Goodricke 
himself, together with a rather sketchy plan of the Sharpie. 

The moment I saw those hard-chine hulls l had a feeling that 
they were somehow what we had all been looking for . 

There was already a Sharpie on the Zwartkops River, for 
Leo Kohler of Redhouse had recently brought back from 
Germany one of the origina l Keil-designed boats. I had seen 
it only in the distance, however, and had not been great ly 
impressed. On my return to Port Elizabeth , J went to ha ve a 
closer look at it, and was able to compare it with the Petch
built boat. 

Now l must make it clear at this point that I am relying on 
memories on ly for the details l intend giving. I have no 
records and few photographs , to help in enablin g me to 
reconstruct the gradual process of thought which led up to 
the eventual establishment of what was first knows as the 
"Z. Y .C. Type Sharpie." 

THE 20 sq. metre Sharpie was (and still, in fact, 
is) a much heavier craft than the Sharpie as we know it. The 
planking is about i in. thick , of mahogany: the scantlings are more 
robust, the platebox is a massive piece of construct ion, and the 
plate itself practically a quadrant which. when in the fully-raised 
position, protrudes dangerously from the platcbox . 

Sliding gunter rig is used, and in the case of Alster. the Kohler 
Sharpie. the short hollow mast was enormou sly thick, altho ugh 
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light, compared with con
temporary spars, but required 
very simple sta;ing. 

One of the most noticeable 
featu res of the German design 
was the narrow side decking , the 

planking of which was, I think , 
more than -¼ in. thick . Th is pro
vided a roomy cockpit, but ot' 
course in the event of a capsize the 

boat would fill rapidly . 
What impressed me greatly about 

the Durban Sharpie was the wide side 
.. de~ks, whi~h enable d the boat to float on 

its side in fairly choppy waters - although 
against the Sharpie of to-day these decks 

would look absurdly inadequate for keeping the 
boat dry in such conditions. 

Except for a few nondescripts. there were at this time only 
two flourishing classes : Goodricke dinghies and 20-ft . Scows, the 
latter both centre and bilge-plate design . 

Toft of Redhouse was still building 2S-n. Scows- magnificent 
craft based on the Canadian Lakes type, but too big and too 
expensive for the average yachtsman at a time when the effects of 
the Big Depression were beginning to be felt in South Africa . 

As a newcomer to the Z.Y.C. sailing committee it was with 
some trepidation that I asked for permission to display the plans 
of the Durban Sharpie on the Club Notice Board, but quite a 
number of active sailin(I members showed immediate interest, 
among tliese Lionel Harhng and Cliff Bush. both of whom could 
be said to have pioneered the class on the river. 

Before the beginning of the following sailing season I left the 
Union to go to Russia, which at that time seemed to be the only 
country not suffering from the effects of the world-wide depression . 
A few months there were enough to convince me that it would be 
more comfortable and profitable to fill in the next year or two 
elsewhere oversea s, but it was not until the end of 1934 that I 
returned to this country . 

In the meantime I had been sent Press cuttings by George 
Goodricke , together with photographs , of the first appearance of 
Sharpie s at Durban . The y had a splendid build-up ; in the first 
few races they seemed to do well, and enthusiasm for the new 
design apparently increased from week to week. Then suddenl y 
it dwindled . The Press cutt ings no longer described the Sharpies 
in glowing terms; finally references to them were few and far 
between . 

After the war Interest in Sharples increased at Durban. Here is 
Toby Howard at the helm of his boat. 

PIE 
SA GA The first Crosby Sharpies were 

turned out by amateurs for about 
£40. Today's racing machines can 
cost ten times and more this figure. 

I T appeared that the " marconi " rig (as Berm1:1~ian 
rig was then called) had proved utterly unsuitable for cond1t1ons 
on the Bay once there was more tha!" a fu_ll-sail breeze. The 
Sharpies , when overcanvassed, were 1mp?ss1ble to handle and 
floundered about in the big seas. Even 1f reefed, the tall mast 
offered too much wind-resistance for them to work to weather 
effectively. Nothing, of course . is mor1; dam_ning to a _b~at'~ 
rep utat ion than the inability to perform creditably in s_uch cond1t!ons. 

Lionel Harl ing and Cliff Bush had , however, de<:1ded to build a 
Shar pie each, and they had actually launched their boats by the 
time I got back. . . 

Since the weather at Zwartkops can be Just as ferocious as 
Durban , and the short, steep seas pro.duced by st~ong w~sterly 
gales against the incoming tide are parttcularl y fomu~ab _le,. 1t was 
now interesti ng to find that the weakness of the Sharp1e rig m such 
conditions had been effectively overcome . . . 

Lionel Harling, realizing the crippling effect of windage .m the 
mast, had designed a "s torm rig" with a much reduced sail plan 
carr ied on a shorter mast only 16 n. above t_he deck . . 

With this rig and carrying the usual spinnaker hoisted to the 
masthead, the Sharpie became an excitingly fast ~oat to sail, _on 
all points in a blow. Very soon Joanabe and Ll •cliff were making 
nearly all 0the Z.Y.C . Scows look very silly indeed. 

In the off-season of I 93S I decided to build a Sharpie myself, 
and Harling very kindly offered to show _me how, ~s apart from 
re-decking my 20-fi. Scow, I had no prev1~us 1;xpenence of boat • 
building. He was building another Sharp1e himself, l!nd we _set 
,;p our oak frames, side by side, in a wooden shed built on piles 
ove r the river. 

I should mention that the plans I originally brought from Durban 
were very vague; many important details and measurem1;nts were 
not given, and therefore I event~all_y re-drew them, add ing these 
as I proceeded with the actual building . 

Before starting on my own boat I took advantage of the Kohler 
brothers' kind offer to sail in their 12 sq. metres - Harold bv 
this time also having acquired one . Aerie/ , as his boat was called, 
was similar in most respect~ to Lee's Alster except !~at s~e w_as 1101 
rigged with the sliding gunter, but had a ·:marcom m~nsa1I wllh 
slides on a bra ss track screwed to the sohd mast. This was long 
before the days of hollow spars grooved to take the bolt-rope of 
the sail. • ed h f 

The lines of the Dur~an Sharpie hull differ . as muc ., !,Orn 
the German design as did the actual construcllo!" · :r,ie Y. of 
the latter appeared to be more acute in the m1dsh1ps section s 
the transom was slightly narrow er, and there w.as a :,ronounce _d 
concave water -line forward. The Durb an hull did not have this 

History_ in the making. The rt of the first race for th e silver 
Sharpie Trophy P" nted by the Zwartkops Yacht Club held 
durlna the Goodrid ConteSt at Red,t_,ouse l,:i 1938 .. There were 
only five entr 11 "Z Y. C. Type Sharptes. Ri11j>lc was last 

over the line ~t the st rt, but finished first. 

concavity, and I st ill feel that this is one of the reasons why it was 
more readily induced to plane, and did not show any tendency to 
nose-dive when running in a hea:vy sea. 

The Durban hull had i in. plankinJ, the joints being of "riband" 
construction-being backed with I-¼ m. x ½ in. longitudinal mem
bers to which the planking waas riveted. ihe German hulls were 
carve! built, in approximately ¾ in. planks, rather narrower in 
width. This meant that there was a great difference in weight 
between the two designs . 

Having seen Harling ·s boat only just able to float on its side after 
a capsize, I decided to make the cockpit of my Sharpie even 
narrower. I reckoned that one nearly always sat on the decks 
and that the cockpit was really needed only for one's legs, and for 
the stowage of gear. 

I also decided to reduce the thickness of the deck planking, so 
Rival had a S/ 16 in. spruce deck, with half-lapped joints covered 
with light canvas glued on with Jeffries marine glue-quite an in
novation in those days. 

Although Harling and I built our boats " right side up", with the 
frames hung from the rafters, it seemed a simple job, and soon we 
had them ready for the water. 

Rival was planked with red cedar; another innovation, since it 
was considered too brittle and, indeed, this eventually proved to be 
so. But it did enable the overall weight of the boat to be kept 
down , and the result was that she showed herself to be a very good 
performer in all conditions . 

Meanwhile, D·Arc y Hobb s had also started to build a Sharpie, 
and soon after Ri val appeared Rippl e also took to the water. She 
was planked with redwood, too, and instead of being sailed and 
crewed by mere beginners, was manned by experts and soon es
tablished the reputation of being the fastest Sharpie-and very 
nearly the fastest boat-on the river . One or two of the 20-fi. 
Scows were still able to hold their own against the new class, but 
when the owners of older and slower craft were continually treated 
while racing to the sight of a rapidl y-dimi nishing Sharpie transom, 
they began to think about going in fo~ the new d_esign. 

At this time it was possible to build a Sharp1e complete for 
about £40. My first sails. I remember , cost £ 11, made by Cranfield 
& Carter . Harling reckoned he built Joanab e for £27 and he may 
have done so, using a lot of ma(erial he already had on hand. 

Thus , excellent performance m all weath1;rs, cheapness of con• 
struction, simplicity (for the amateur boatbuilder) and economy of 
upkeep soon caught the fancy of local yachtsmen and, before long, 
more Sharpies appeared on the river . . 

Meanwhile however , the class seemed almost to have died out 
at Durban, a~d the only interest in hard-chine craft shown elsewhere 
appeared to be at Zeekoe Vlei, _where the ~lub ha_d sponsored the 
Crosby-designed Sharpie, of which more will be said la!e.r on_. 

During the 1935-36 season there . was keen compellt1<?n m the 
Sharpie class on the Zwartkops River, notably when inter-club 
events were held , and the River Cup was sailed for _as usuiil by 
teams from R.Y.C . and Z.Y .C. And then the comparauve merit s ~f 
the German boat s and the Z.Y.C. design were discussed in tradi
tional style, with no definite conclusions ar~ived at s_incc it seemed 
to be inevitable that they were never really pllted against each other 
on an equal basis. 

In light weather the heavier German boats seemed to have the 
edge on their down-strem sisters, but when it c~me t~ a rea_l blow, 
there was nothing to touch the Z. Y .C. S harpies with their snug 
storm rig and speed on reach and run. 

I have a very vivid recollection of a sensa tion al lnt erclub race 
at Zwartkops. when Ripple must have brok e!' all records _for spt:Cd 
off the wind. We, in Ril'al. had made a bit of a hash 1~ settm_g 
our spinnaker for the broad reach back to the club durmg this 
hearty south-east gale. While we were still sorting out the muddle 
Ripple shot through our lee, practically air-borne . A moment 
later I saw her carry out an evolution I have never since. beheld : 
she caps ized lengthwise . That is to say, her stern r?se into the 
a ir, and the whole boat pivoted over the bow, chucking the crew 
ahead. • bb h' If It all happened in a flash, and not even D Arey Ho s 1mse 
knew what hit them . But it looked very odd! 

P ERHAPS a brief description of a 1936 Sharpie 
might be of interest. First of all, ad hesives, as such, _were then _not 
known. " Wate rproof glue"' was a pei:manent1Y:elas11c and flexible 
substance used for filling seams. Th e idea of usmg glue for ~ctl!ally 
holding surfaces together had not occurred to us at this time . 

Planks were held to strin gers by means of copper rt"'.ets and we 
thought we were extremely daring in clen!=hing tbt>se t_hat IS, hamm:Ji 
ing the points of copper nails sideway~ into the gr_ain of the wo 
instead of riveti ng them in the trad111onal fashion over copper 
roovcs. . · · I 1· honoured Thw.. Sharpie hulls were built usmg_ s1mp e 1me· 
method~. all scams being more-or-less. flexible _but rend~red wat~r-

roof with such materials as "Je ffries M!lrme Glu~ or OL er 
fub,tance,. planks ofren being bedded on stnps of surg ical bandage 
,oukcd in ,uch compo unds . . k 1 al 
· Red lead was the usual primer f~r pamtwor . t was so con
sidered the only material for rcndenng a steel centreplate rustproof . 
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The author, 
Herbert Mc-
Williams, who 
reminisces about 
the early days of 
one of South 
Africa's most 
ardent sailing 
fraternities, now 
almost taken for 
granted as part of 
the yachting scene. 
After the war he 
launched the 
Sprog class, which 
has done so much 
in winning recruits 
to dinghy racing 
and whose fleet 
numbers 365, 

Even wit h t he 
short storm mast 
and reduced sail 
area, it was often 
advisable to sail 
four up during a 
westerly buster at 
Zwartkops, 
Spindrift, owned 
by R. Langton, sets 
the full size spin
naker from the 
m asthead, 

There were mis
haps even when 
sailing with the 
reduced rig. Wide 
side decks cannot 
always prevent a 
Sharpie from being 
swamped, A 
dramatic picture 
of one of the early 
Z. Y. C, boats 
in trouble. 
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Rival caused a stir by being the first boat to appear at Z.Y .C. with a 
"zinc-sprayed" plate . . . 

This was a great success. but 11 was unfortunate that certain 
adjoining fittings had been treated wi_th metalli~ spray finish in 
brass. The result , when the two were immersed in salt water was 
astonishing, since the electrolytic action was so vigorous that 
something simply had to give way, and the brass surfaces were the 
first to go, relinquishing their rights with a degree of effervescence 
that was positively alarming and only equalled _by "Alka Si:ltze(' . 

Stainless steel wire was not yet known : galvanized cable-latd wire 
or "high strain" fencing wire (oval in section) bei_ng considered the 
ultimate in rigging, with hemp and cotton as the ,deal for halyards 
and sheets, mani Ila being considered as second best. A cotton 
mainsheet could be expected to last two seasons, with care . (The 
nylon sheet rope I bought for Rhythm in 1947 cost £S-an unheard 
of extravagance-but it is still in use in my Winger, after 11 years of 
hard work, during which it has since been used in three Sprogs and 
two Wingers.) 

The Sharpie of 1936 was very simply rigged, but the mast was 
stepped on the keel and supported at deck level, so that, being solid , 
it had a certain inherent rigidity for some distance above the keel. 
(We are rather inclined to overlook this factor with masts stepped 
on deck.) 

A pair of " swinging" crosstrees, about 14 in. long, were provided 
for the side stays, but otherwise there was no other lateral support 
for the mast. (I must admit that Rhythm was fitted with secondary 
stays attached to the mast at the point where the crosstrees were 
!hed.) A permanent backstay was, of course. used; th is was one of 
the advantages of the "Marconi" or " Bermuda" rig, which was 
not possible with gaff or sliding gunter rig. 

The whole thing was very flexible, and although even in those days 
the importance of a taut forestay had been emphasized by Manfred 
Curry, some of the Z.Y .C. Sharpie masts assumed surprising curves, 
and none of them seemed to provide the necessary tension on the 
luff of the foresail. 

However, I suppose that we were literally " all in the same boat"; 
all our masts behaved like asparagus and, considering they were 
solid. with heavy brass tracks screwed to them, it is a wonder that 
they stood up as well as they did . 

Fittings were of brass or galvanized iron, and clumsy to a degree 
which now merely seems amusing . We just did not seem to know, in 
those days, exactly what metal could stand in the way of stresses and 
strains . 

Even before stainless steel became fashionable the design of 
hard-brass fittings had reached a stai e which made those of the 
early Sharpies look positively archaic to our present-day eyes. 

Boats were handled ashore on padded trolleys; landing wheels 
were a thing of the future. The very idea of suction hailers would 
have been regarded as madness, most boats being equipped with 
bilge pumps (adapted from bucket-type spray pumps) or, usually , 
syrup tins of a convenient size for hand baling. 

The rapid growth in popularity of the Sharpie at Zwartkops 
and the fact that it was radically different from both the original 
design (as sailed at Redhouse) and the Crosby design, sponsored 
by the Rudder, as adopted by Zeekoe Vlei Yacht Club was naturally 
bound to raise an inter-club problem. 

By 1937, Durban had apparently lost all interest in the Sharpie; 
it had been tried and found wanting and-ver progressive - local 
clubs had passed on to other designs leaving the Goodricke dinghy 
and 20-ft. Scows as the dominant racing classes for annual regattas. 

Thus it was that in February of that year when the "Goodrickc" 
was held at Zwartkops there was also the usual contest for Scows. 
but, in addition and for the first time, a series of races for Sharpies . 

At this time I was Commodore of Z.Y.C. and perhaps over
stepped my official privileges in daring to propose this extra contest 
which, I openly declared. was intended to show which or the three 
types of Sharpie then in existence in South Africa should be chosen 
if a recognized lnterclub Contest for the class should be included 
in future annual Regattas . However, no harm came or it. 

W. A. Clarke, of Zeekoe Vlei- protagonist of the Crosb y 
Sharpie, had averred his confidence in this design and to back it 
up, brought Wings, the Heetest of the fleet, to Zwartkops to prove 
his claim. We, of course, had Ripp/~, and it was for Redhouse to 
decide which of the two German 12 sq. metres to enter to prove 
which design should be finally adopted for this country . Aerie/ 
was eventually selected, and so history was made when these three 
boats raced against each other in that peaceful summer of 1937. 

The results were difficult to judge. In the first race Wings carried 
away a spreader, and claimed that the accident was caused by a 
collision - at mast height - with the Redhouse Sharpie, and that 
her tuning was radically upset. The latter. however, was unaware 
of any fouling and no protest was lodged, but nevertheless, the 
result s of the three rounds of this initial contest seemed to show 
that in average conditions the Z. Y .C.-Type Sharpie. as it was 
then called , was better suited to local conditions than the others . 

Naturally, such a decision caused a good deal of upset in other 
directions . Zeckoe Vlei considered it had been poorly received : 
Redhouse was not pleased : it was all very difficult. 
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Rhythm footin g it neatly, wi th the 12 sq. ft. of added sail area produced by he r "plank" mast. ~hich l!leasured eig~t 
inches fore and aft, although a bare I½ inches thick. One of_th e more interesting rule-defeating devices evo lved in 

South Africa. 

• 
Rhythm's 'pan,y- plank' tar r ied wire halyards intern ally, and was fitte d wit ~ wi nches-t he handles were de tac ha_ble , 
The mast pivoted on a jack, and the boom pivoted on t~ e gooseneck, allowing the si:ars to for m part of the efficien t 

sai l area . 

I only wish I had had the sense to keep copies of correspon:lence 
I indulged in during the following eighteen months . 

But the main theme of it was that, in numbers. there were many 
more Z.Y.C.-Type Sharpies already in existence than the German 
design and the Crosby Rudder Z.V.Y.C. design put together, and 
that therefore it would be wiser to adopt it as a future lnterclub 

Clfs~call a rather boisterous meeting during the 1938 Regatta at 
Redhouse, when this matter was discussed. The result. ho~ever, 
was that the Z. Y .C. Sharpie was adopted a~ a class for future inter
club racing, and I was able on t~at occasion t(! produce the very 
substantial solid silver trophy which had been g1ve!1 by Zwartkops 
Yacht Club, and which to -day is worth nearly five ttmes_the amount 
subscribed by interested and generous members at the time . 

EVENTS have shown that the ~ecision was a 
wise one . The Crosby Sharpie could not be co!1s1der1:d, even by 
its most Joyal supporters, as good as the composite design born of 
the original Durban adaption of Kiel type. The latter . as exempl!· 
tied by the Redhouse representative~. was un~uited to l<?Cal condi
tions if only on account of constructtonal_ deta_1ls. The i in. mahog
any planking of the German boats was 1ll-su1ted to the a11erna11ve 
humid and dry conditions encountered in t_h_is count~y, quite apart 
from the disadvantage incurred by the add111onal weight. 

When I built Rhi·thm for the 1937-38 season , I really went to 
town. No expense · was spared; I wanted to see just what a " luxury 
super model" would cost, and I kept a careful log of a\1 _expenses. 
Even by the standards of those days the result was ~urpri~n~gly low. 
Rhythm actually cost £160, complete wit~ Ratsey sails; this inclu~ed 
wit-els frames, the extra cost of Canadian yellow cedar plank!ng, 
sitka spruce spars . and black stinkwood bow. thwart~. beading, 
tabernacle and rudder stock. with such refinements _as zinc-sprayed 
plate and rudder blade, chrome-plated hard brass fittings throughout 
and stainless steel rigging, turnbuckles and so on, made by F1rth
Vickers. b · h 

But it was the first time that anyone had produced a oat _ wtt 
such a finish. Chromium plate had only been considered suttable 
for cars · stinkwood was meant for chests of drawer s. Rhyt~m 
might e;sily have been the Sharpie-to-end-all-Sharpies, but I ltke 
to feel that since her original appearance the fin!sh of amateur 
boat-building improved noticeably. and that she inspire~ an en
t irely new outlook, which ended in a great deal of care bemg taken 
with finishing of racing yachts - no matter what class- all over 
the country . 

In other word s: what was unusual in Rhythm is now standa_rd 
practice in all boats of nil classes no matter where they are built , 
or by whom . . . 

Rippu continued to prove herself the fastest Sharp1e in the class, 
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and it was not until the Regatta of 1939. held after the outbreak 
of war. that she was not able to ~efer:id this reputati(!n, and Rhythm 
carried off all the trophies at Victoria Lake. In thts contest there 
was a fairly large entry for the class. and Harold Sefton, eventually 
to become a staunch supporter of Sharpies at Durban. was a runner
up . And this was the first time that the coveted Robert Pyott 
Trophy was competed for . 

P OST-WAR Sharpie racing probably represented 
the very peak of popularity in the class. The 1947 Regatta at 
Durban showed a record number of entries , with many noted 
helmsmen taking part . The V.L.C . Regatta of 1948 produced _a 
l~e entry too , and showed the te!)dency f~r. competitors_ to ng 
their boats in expectation of the ltght condtttons that might be 
encountered. .. 

I certainly took advantage of this. myself, for the "pansy-plank , 
the 1g.1b. freak mast which 1 built specially for this c_on_teat, was 
certainly a challenge to the loopholes in the class rest~1cttons. 

Measuring a bare I¼ in. in thickness, and nearly 8 in. fore an~ 
aft, this spar gave Rhythm about 12 sq. ft. of extra sail area as 1t 
was s~t on a pivot at deck level. . 

Fortunately a rule restricting the overall si~ of spars was tm· 
mediately introduced, but it is worth recording that alt!'ough 
designed for a wind-speed of 8-10 m.p.h . we never expenencod 
more than 3¼ m.p.h . during the contest. and that on my return 
to Zwartkops I could not resist tryin~ out the rig il_l a 20 m.p.h . 
wind, which ended in the mast bursting mto a myriad fragfl)ents 
in the most spectacular fashion. In fact , there _wa~ not a smgle 
splinter found afterwards that w~s m<!re than 9 m. m length. l!nd 
this proved that such a mast, having triple d,amo~d stays and _being 
always in a state of intense compression, was certainly not a suitable 
rig for the Sharpie . , . . . 

An attempt to establish a Sharpie Owners Assoc1atton. with a 
view to exercising some control over the class was unfortunately 
well-conceived but poorly executed and vulnerable loopholes were 
provided for " rule beaters" . . 

These difficulties have, however, been overcome , ~d the Sharp,e 
retains its appeal to a wide_ section of O(!r _yachnng frl!~rnity, 
backed up by a creditable history so that ll ts not surprism11 /ft 
learn that old boats find a ready market and that new ones are s 1 

being built . . . .. man's 
For my own part, I consider th~ Sharpte _tS really a young . of 

boat", an efficient well-tried racing mach1n.e that needs th ~!~ be 
young and energetic yacht smen to show Just how ~~I Sharpie 
got out of the design. Knowing how many poten I clas, is 
enthusiasts there are , I have no doubt that the futu~e of the 
in excellent hands and that it will continue to flourish. 
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